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Introduction
North Sinai has been in a continuous state of emergency since October 2014 under the
pretext of the war on terror, which makes it vulnerable for ongoing violations of the basic
rights for individuals. On November 29, 2017, following the terrorist attack targeting AlRawda Mosque in Beer Abd of Al-Arish which left over 300 persons killed, President Abdel
Fattah El-Sisi demanded that the Mohamed Farid Hegazy, Chief of the Armed Forces, and
Magdy Abdel Ghaffar, Minister of Interior, use all possible brute force against terrorism
until it is uprooted. On February 9, 2018, the military spokesman of the Egyptian army announced the launch of a “Comprehensive Counterterrorism and Countercriminal Plan” in
North-Sinai and Central Sinai under the name of “Sinai Comprehensive Plan 2018”, which
increased the intensity of the security measures in Sinai.
Presidential decree no. 367/2014 had declared a state of emergency in Sinai that included a
curfew in North Sinai for three months starting 5:00 am on Saturday, October 25, 2014. The
resolution regulated the state of emergency in the designated areas of; West of El Arish to
Jabal al-Halal, north of El Arish, west of the coastline and up to the international border line
in Rafah, south of Jabal al-Halal and till Al-Awja on the international border.
The decision prohibits roaming in the designated area throughout the duration of the
state of emergency from 5 pm to 7 am. The presidency continued to extend the state of
emergency in North Sinai again and again until the parliament approved a state of emergency throughout the country on April 10, 2017, in response to two terrorist attacks targeting two churches in north of Egypt, which the Islamic State Organization had announced its
responsibility for.
The Special Rapporteur on Human Rights has warned that in the context of the war on
terror, the continuous and long-lasting state of emergency would place these areas at risk
of violations of fundamental human rights, which should not be derogated even in emergencies. Also this long-term state of emergency directly increases the risk of extrajudicial
killings.1 This extended state of emergency for over four years along with the unceasing terrorist attacks that target both the military and civilians has raised many questions regarding
its impact on the rights of Sinai’s local residents, especially in the absence of information in
relation to what’s happening in Sinai, along with the media blackout imposed by the government as well as banning press coverage under the pretext of the war on terror. That all
raises concerns about Egypt’s commitment to preserving individual rights in the context of
the war on terrorism.
With no international and local oversight on the war on terror, North and Central Sinai
have become completely out of coverage, prone to unaccountable violations or answerability. Hence, this report attempts to monitor some of the violations reported by Sinai’s local
residents through their local pages since the beginning of “Sinai’s Comprehensive Operation
2018”, that are ignored by the military which does not provide any feedback or acknowledgment. It should be noted that the following monitoring does not provide a definitive
answer regarding the violations suffered by the people of Sinai in the context of the “war
on terrorism” but it only approaches the military’s official story to that of the local pages of
Sinai’s local residents, on which they publish their daily news up close.
1 United Nations, Human Rights Council, The promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism on the human rights challenge of states of emergency in the context of countering terrorism: report of the Special
Rapporteur, A/HRC/37/52 (27 February 2018), available from https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Terrorism/A_HRC_37_52.pdf
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The report is divided into two sections. The first section provides a
legal framework of the obligations of governments during states of
emergency and the war on terror, as well as the basic rights enjoyed by
individuals that must not be violated under any circumstances. The second section is divided into four main axes, representing the possible violations committed by regular forces during their war on terror, which
are monitored by the Egyptian Front.
The first axis monitors the death toll of both the terrorist groups and
the regular forces, according to the statements of the military spokesperson, it also monitors the death toll of civilians by both the regular
forces and terrorist groups as narrated by local pages. The second axis
addresses the impact of Sinai’s war on terrorism, such as injuries sustained by the army, police and civilians, based on statements by the
military spokesman, corresponding to what was observed by the local
pages. The third axis monitors the military spokesman’s statements of
arrest of members of terrorist groups in Sinai since the beginning of
the “comprehensive operation”, matched by the number of civilian detainees according to local pages. Finally, the fourth axis deals with the
impact of the war on terror on economic and social rights in Sinai in
terms of food shortages, education, health, disconnection of telecommunications networks, the Internet and electricity, and the destruction
of homes.
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During almost a year since the Sinai Comprehensive
Operation began in 2018
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Methodology
The report is based on collecting information provided in 30 statements by the military
spokesman that were published on the official page after the launching of Sinai’s comprehensive operation 2018 since February, it monitored the number of deaths, injuries and
arrests of individuals who belong to terrorist groups or regular forces. Also, to present the
corresponding narrative, the report resorted to a database created by the Egyptian Front for
Human Rights collected from local pages by local residents of Sinai, monitoring what they
reported on death tolls, injuries and arrests, as well as their economic and social conditions.
The most prominent pages on which the report is based are “Sinai 24 News”, “Sinai Plus”,
“Al Arish Online”, and some pages that belong to activists and journalists living in North
Sinai.

Challenges of the report
Considering the absence of press coverage in Sinai, in addition to the arrest of journalists
and reporters concerned with covering the situation in Sinai and what is related to the
military force on the grounds that they threaten national security; information on Sinai has
become almost non-existent and one-sided, represented only by statements of the armed
forces that constantly speaks of the military’s successes in the war on terrorism. It is difficult
to rely on these statements, not only for being one-sided and in contrast of the muddled
portrayal by the residents through their local pages but also because it doesn’t provide details, it only gives numbers of the achievements accomplished by the army in the elimination
of terrorist groups, without names or personal data or relevant facts that can be consulted
to ascertain the truth.
In light of this situation, the pages of Sinai locals - despite being non-official and not sufficiently reliable sources - count as the only source that displays a picture of what is going
on in Sinai, at least from the residents’ perspective. These pages provide names and details
about civilians, who are either killed, injured or arrested, which is not provided by the military spokesman official statements. Thus, this report presents a compilation and monitoring
of the two versions, considering that the publishers of this information are the ones responsible for its validity and credibility.
Section I: On Human Rights in the context of the war on terrorism
International treaties and domestic laws provide human rights standards for dealing with
emergencies. International law allows derogation of certain rights in situations of severe
emergency and wars that pose a threat to countries, while the countries must take into account their international obligations to do so.
Which rights can be restricted?
There are some basic rights that cannot be derogated or restricted, no matter of the dangers faced by the country. For example, the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) states that the right not to be subjected to arbitrary killing, nor to torture
or inhuman or degrading treatment, slavery or enslavement, imprisonment for failure to
comply with a contractual obligation, Reactionary, and freedom of thought, conscience and
religion.2
In addition to those non-derogable rights, there are other rights implicitly agreed upon
that act as preventive measures necessary to preserve the fundamental rights that are not
2 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 19 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171, Can TS 1976 No 47 (entered into force 23
March 1976) [ICCPR].
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derogable from them. In this regard, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights provides for the prevention of derogations or restrictions on fair trial guarantees and non-arbitrary detention, even in times of emergency and war. 3The Special Rapporteur on the
promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering
terrorism has expressed concern about anti-terrorism laws that violate the principle of the
rule of law and fair trial guarantees in Egypt. 4
As for the remaining rights, they are not expressly or implicitly provided for, it is permissible to restrict them under conditions, as international human rights treaties allow for the
restriction of political and social rights as necessary in the case of the war on terror.
In a meeting of the Working Group on “Protecting Human Rights in the Fight against Terrorism” regarding “The Impact of Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism Measures on Economic
and Social Rights”, participants agreed on the existence of indispensable fundamental obligations for each right, without which the right would be lost and in its absence, the state is
considered to be in violation of its international obligations. 5
The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights enumerates these fundamental
obligations, including the denial of basic food products to a large segment of the population, the denial of basic medical care, the denial of the right to housing and shelter, the
denial of basic forms of education. In failing to secure those rights, the state is in violation
of its international obligations.6
Conditions on restricting rights in the case of war on terrorism
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights allows for partial restriction of some of the
rights provided and sets forth four conditions that must be met to ensure that the purpose
of this restriction is met and that individuals are protected against unjustified violation of
their rights, given that these restrictions are; 1) Necessary 2) that the least possible constraints are applied 3) that there is a proportionality between the clear constraints and objectives to be achieved achieved 4) that they be consistent with other basic rights and not
be on discriminatory basis.
Article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights stipulates that: “In time
of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the existence of which is
officially proclaimed, the States Parties to the present Covenant may take measures derogating from their obligations under the present Covenant to the extent strictly required by
the exigencies of the situation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent with their
other obligations under international law and do not involve discrimination solely on the
ground of race, colour, sex, language, religion or social origin”. Adding that, “Any State
Party to the present Covenant availing itself of the right of derogation shall immediately
inform the other States Parties to the present Covenant, through the intermediary of the
Secretary General of the United Nations, of the provisions from which it has derogated and
of the reasons by which it was actuated. A further communication shall be made, through
3 UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), CCPR General Comment No. 29: Article 4: Derogations during a State of Emergency, 31
August 2001, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11, available at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/453883fd1f.html
4 United Nations, Human Rights Council, report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and
fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism on the human rights challenge of states of emergency in the context of countering terrorism, A/HRC/37/52 (27 February 2018), available from https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Terrorism/A_HRC_37_52.
pdf
5 United Nations Counter-Terrorism Implementation Task Force, The impact of terrorism and counter-terrorism measures on the
enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights (ESCR) (Geneva: United Nations, 2008), available from http://www.un.org/en/terrorism/ctitf/pdfs/wg_protecting_human_rights.pdf
6 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, CESCR General Comment No. 3: The Nature of States Parties’ Obligations
(Art. 2, Para. 1, of the Covenant), 14 December 1990, E/1991/23, available from https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4538838e10.pdf
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the same intermediary, on the date on which it terminates such derogation.”7
In order to ensure the protection of human rights during the “war on terror”, States must
allow for international and domestic oversight of measures and policies taken to counter
the threat of terrorism and the States must provide local mechanisms for the protection of
human rights in emergencies. The Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of
human rights and fundamental freedoms stresses that while countering terrorism, it is the
duty of States under international human rights treaties to periodically disclose and demonstrate their commitment to fundamental human rights during emergencies and the war
on terror. He also emphasises upon the right of international human rights institutions to
review and supervise the mechanisms of combating terrorism without delay or hindrance.8
Section II: Rights that (perhaps) the Egyptian state did not abide by in its war
on terrorism

1- Circumstances of the murders:
Terrorist Groups death toll

Since the launching of the Comprehensive Operation in February 2018 and until the end of
December, the Egyptian Front has observed that the armed forces had killed 493 terrorists,
according to the statements made by the military spokesman, some of them were killed
during a fire exchange with regular forces or in specific operations where the army and police target terrorist groups. The operations are carried out by the Air Force, the Second Army
and Third Field Army, as well as members of National Security and the Ministry of Interior.
Several patterns had been observed that in statements of killing individuals who are
claimed to belong to terrorist groups, according to the narrative of the military spokesman:
Firstly: These individuals are always killed in large numbers, reaching 52 people who were
killed at once according to the statement issued on August 5, 2018 and the statement issued on October 8, 2018. While some of the killings take place during a fire exchange with
members of the terrorist groups, according to the military’s account, some other qualitative
operations of the army are “pre-emptive strikes” in which there is no exchange of fire, according to the military spokesman’s statements. An example of this is the statement made
by the military spokesman on October 8, 2018: “In a pre-emptive strike by the civilian police
forces, qualitative operations were carried out by the national security forces in El Arish,
which resulted in the elimination of 26 high-risk suicide bombers.”
Secondly: On another front, the data published by local pages of residents of Sinai indicate the murder of 37 terrorists since the launching of the Comprehensive Operation and
until December 2018, which reflects the clear contrast between the numbers claimed by the
military and the numbers claimed by the residents. This raises the question about the real
numbers, especially that the military publishes figures on the death tolls, without names or
personal data that can be ascertained, and whether this gap in the death toll reflects the
killing of individuals who may not belong to terrorist groups.
7 UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 16 December 1966, United Nations, Treaty
Series, vol. 993, p. 3, available at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b36c0.html
8 United Nations, Human Rights Council, report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and
fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism on the human rights challenge of states of emergency in the context of countering terrorism, A/HRC/37/52 (27 February 2018), available from https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Terrorism/A_HRC_37_52.
pdf
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Military’s death toll
According to the 30 statements published by the military spokesman since the launching of
the “Comprehensive Operation 2018”, the military operations and terrorist attacks in Sinai
have left 38 members of the armed forces killed, 15 of which were conscripts, 12 officers,
three non-commissioned officers, and 8 with ranks unannounced, which is a lesser number
than what is mentioned by local pages. According to these pages, 86 members of the armed
forces had been killed since the launching of the Comprehensive Operation, including at
least 40 conscripts.
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Civilians Death toll
The military spokesman only announced the murder of two civilian since the launching of
the Comprehensive Operation, they were killed by an explosion of an explosive device on
July 3, 2018. On the other side, local pages announced that at least 52 civilians were killed
since the launching of the “Comprehensive Operation 2018”, 23 were killed by the armed
forces and the police and 29 were killed by militant groups in terrorist attacks and 2 were
killed in separate incidents by unknown assailants.
Civilians killed by the Armed Forces and the Police
According to the narrative of local pages, the killing of civilians in Sinai included 6 children
who died at the hands of the army. Sinai Plus page said on March 21, 2018: “The residents of
Rafah attended the funeral of both children Mohamed Ezz ElDin AlAwabada and Abdallah
Mohamed Amer who were killed the day before yesterday by the army during the distribution of flour on the residents of Masoura district west of Rafah”.9 The same page also
announced on March 17, 2018 that Saleh Abdel Hameed Al Raqeeba, a seven year old child,
was shot with a bullet in the head by the army in the city of Rafah. 10The page reported that
on May 11, 2018 two more children were killed, named Saher Auda, 8 years old, and Yasser
Salem Seleem, 11 years old, by an artillery shelling of the Abu Zerai area south of Sheikh
Zuweid.11
On May 8, the Sinai Plus page published
a video of soldiers and officers assassinating a boy after his arrest in Central Sinai,
a statement issued on May 10 by the military spokesman said that a number of
extremely dangerous hardliner terrorists
were eliminated.12 Sinai Plus page and
other sources have published the confession of a reserve office on his Facebook
page on the same day of liquidating the
child who appeared in the video.13 The
page commented on the scene of murdering the boy saying that “What happens in Sinai is much bigger than killing a
«Photo of Child Saleh Abdel Hameed Al-Raqeeba
boy or liquidating a woman or demolishwho was murdered by the military forces in the city of Rafah»
ing a house above its inhabitants, or even
destroying a while historic city and erasing it from the map, what is known to the publish
does not exceed 1/1000 of the reality, most of Sinai residents think that no one will feel for
what they are living.”14
Sinai 24 page also monitored the names of two more civilians killed by the armed forces.
On October 21, 2018, the page published four names; Mohamed Nabil Atwa, Medhat Saleh
Nawara, Ahmed ElShatla and Ahmed ElTiti, who were killed near AlHadri Center in AlAsmaran district of Arish city. The page said that the four worked as carpenters, and that despite
being regularly around in the neighbourhood as local residents, the ambush forces centered
9 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 22 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/976891145996382208
10 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 17 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/975109462511022082
11 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 11 May 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/994726848025321478
12 Al kahera wal nas. Youtube,”The Armed Forces issue statement 21 regarding the Comprehensive Operation in Sinai 2018” ,10
May 2018. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-uaM4TYFqI
13 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 8 May 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/993887159630401537
14 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 May 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/993981013259931649
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near AlHadri Center fired gunshots at them intensely and without warning until they fell
dead, 7 more civilians were seriously injured and transferred to the hospital’s operations
room. 15
On September 10, Sinai 24 page announced the murder of Mohamed Ibrahim Gabr Shahin,
48 years. According to the page, Shaheen was one of the residents of Arish city, he was arrested at his house on July 25, 2018 along with his child Ibrahim Mohamed Ibrahim Gabr, he
was killed by the ministry of interior, which published a news story about his assassination,
describing him as a “very dangerous terrorist”.16

Civilians killed by terrorist groups
According to the narrative of local pages, local residents of Sinai where killed by both the
armed forces and terrorist groups equally. The Egyptian front monitored the murder of at
least 29 civilian at the hands of militant groups in Sinai, either through bombings or armed
operations targeting the abduction of citizens and slaughtering them on accusations of
cooperating with the army since the commensing of the “Comprehensive Operation 2018.”
Giving an illustration of this; Sinai 24 page announced on September 30 that Mohamed
Atef, civilian employee at the ministry of interior, was killed after being shot by gunmen.17
15 Sinai News 24. Facebook, 20 March 2018. https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1919946478300231&
id=1542011449427071&__tn__=-R & Sinai 24 News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 20 October 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/1053737383596822528
16 Sinai 24 News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 10 September 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/1039139472263311365 &
“The seventh Day”. First photo of a sucesseful security operation targeting a hideout for 11 terrorists inArish https://www.youm7.
com/story/2018/9/10/%D8%A3%D9%88%D9%84-%D8%B5%D9%88%D8%B1-%D9%84%D9%84%D8%B9%D9%85%D
9%84%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A3%D9%85%D9%86%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%
86%D8%A7%D8%AC%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D9%84%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%87%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%81%D9%88%D9%83%D8%B1-11-%D8%A5%D8%B1%D9%87%D8%A7%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8%A7-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D
9%84%D8%B9%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%B4/3944529
17 Sinai News 24. Facebook, 30 September 2018. https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1909947215966824&
id=1542011449427071&__tn__=-R
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On November 22, 2018, the same page announced the murder of Ayad Doweihi Soliman
through being slaughtered by gunmen, that was after abducting him on accusations that he
cooperated with the Egyptian Intelligence. 18
Another civilian, Alaa Zekri, was killed by gunmen on December 2819.. also, gunmen
stormed into the house of civilian Adel Salem Abu Sha’ira in Sheikh Zuweid and blew up
his head through the firing of an automatic weapon, before the eyes of his six children,
on claims that he was cooperating with the army.20 Moreover, 13 citizens were killed in an
armed attack and during clashes between the tribe of Tarabeen and members of the State
of Sinai Group south of Rafah, one of the civilians was called Salem Lafy, according to Sinai
24 page.21
2- Injuries:
Injured army and police members:
According to the statements of the military spokesman, 55 members of the armed forces
had been injured since the launching of the “Comprehensive Operation 2018”, including; 24
conscripts, 8 officers, 8 non-commissioned officers, 14 with ranks unannounced. It has been
noted that these injuries took place in the duration between February and May 2018, but no
injuries were reported after May and until December. Many of the injuries took place during
April, as some members of the
armed militant groups wore
explosive belts and stormed
into one of the camps belonging to the armed forces in the
middle of Sinai, leaving over
15 members of the armed
forces injured, according to
a statement by the military
spokesman on 14 April 2018.
The facts surrounding these
injuries remain unknown, just
like the facts surrounding the
killings of members of the
army, as the military spokesman only reports in his statements the number of injured,
and points that these injuries
took place during “engagements and clearing out terrorist outposts”. In light of that, the details of injuries, the kind
of the injuries and their degrees, as well as the events in which the injuries occurred, are
unknown to both local and international bodies.
According to local pages, they were able to monitor 46 injuries among members of the
army and the police in 2018. Sinai Plus page cites that Nasser Hussein, the head of central
18 Sinai News 24. Facebook, 22 November 2018. https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1935529550075257&
id=1542011449427071&__tn__=-R
19 Sinai 24 News. Facebook, 28 December 2018. https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1954704028157809&
id=1542011449427071&__tn__=-R
20 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 10 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/962459657439674368
21 Sinai 24News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 10 May 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/862408396959559680 & Sinai 24
News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 10 May 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/862369172638113792
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security forces, sustained serious
injuries after his convoy was attacked by an explosive device on
the ring road near AlSafa checkpoint south of Arish on May
18,2018 .22 Sinai 24 page also
reported that on August 25, an
armed attack targeting AlKhazan checkpoint in Arish left 9 injured; including Sergeant Mahmoud AlShamaa, who was shot
in his left hand.23 On September
6, Sinai 24 page announced that
“Lieutenant Ahmed Hamed alSayed of the rapid intervention
forces was injured in the explosion that attacked the army forces in the area of Gabal Alhalal in
mid-Sinai.”24
Injured Civilians
The military spokesman did not announce that any civilians were injured in Sinai since the
launching of the Comprehensive Operation. On the other hand, Sinai’s local pages have reported at least 8 injuries among civilians in attack by militant groups and 10 injuries among
civilians sustained by members of the army.
In the incident of the army shelling of the taxes checkpoint south of Sheikh Zweid on May
11, which caused the deaths of two children,
the bombing also injured three other children
(brothers) are Islam Awad Hassan (9 years) and
Hassan Awad Hassan (7 years) and Bilal Awad
Hassan (4 years), according to the page Sinai
Plus.25 The same page also reported on March
3 that “citizen Mosaad Hussein was injured by
a stray bullet from a military checkpoint in the
district of Al Kawthar at Sheikh Zuweid and
the people cried for the ambulance to transfer
him urgently to Arish General Hospital”. 26
A picture showing the flogging marks on the back of the driver Mohamed Adel27

In the incident of the attack on two carpenters at a checkpoint in AlHadari Center, Sinai 24
22 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 18 May 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/997286921381597188
23Sinai News 24. Facebook, 25 August 2018. https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1892194761075403&
id=1542011449427071
24 Sinai 24 News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 6 September 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/1037733806499934208
25+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 11 May 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/994726848025321478
26+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 3 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/970025752686100481
27 Sinai 24 News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 4 September 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/1036994641525190657
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page reported that citizen Ahmed Ramadan AlMolaqakh has sustained deep wounds after
the army forces fired live ammunition at the checkpoint centered near AlHadri Center in the
district of AlAsmaran, he was transferred to the operations room in the hospital.
Among the cases mentioned by Sinai 24 page was the incident of “flogging a Taxi driver”,
as driver Mohamed Adel Ahmed Abdel Nasser accused Captain Saeed Mehrz of flogging
him in front of a crowd of citizens at a petrol station in central Arish because he bypassed
the gas-filling line. The military prosecution refused to investigate the incident and referred
the case to the third police station of Arish, which in turn refused to officially record the
incident, under a sovereign order, the driver was told.28

28 Sinai 24 News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 4 September 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/1036994641525190657
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3- Arrests
The total number of arrests since the start of the comprehensive operation in Sinai is
5309 detainees of the criminally wanted by the police or suspects, according to the military
spokesman’s statement since the beginning of the comprehensive operation. February, the
first month of the comprehensive operation, began with the largest number of detainees in
Sinai, where more than 2,600 people were arrested, according to the statements (4 to 12)
by the military spokesman.

A number of patterns had been observed in the arrests announced by the military spokesman:
First: All of those arrested are described by the military spokesman as “legally wanted and
suspects” in campaigns of mass arrests for hundreds of people, for example, according to
the 30th statement made by the General Command of the Armed Forces, dated December
12, 2018, it was announced that 403 criminals, legally wanted and suspects were arrested.
And in the 18th statement dated April 8, it was announced that 250 persons were arrested,
the pattern continues throughout the year of 2018, which raises several questions about the
circumstances of arresting over 5000 person who are “wanted and suspects” in such a collective manner, without falling into the crime of arbitrary arrests, and without exposing these
numbers to the risk of arbitrary detention and deprivation of liberty without legal basis?
On the other side, local pages said that the security forces have carried out indiscriminate
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arrests of Sinai local residents. For example, more than 200 citizens were arrested from the
city of Arish during a large security crackdown on the area of Al-Attalawi Square and Assiut
Street and parts of Al-Fawakhriya district on 24 February. 29 These attacks are repeated from
time to time as the security forces regularly arrest large numbers of people, especially after
the occurrence of bombings.
The collective arrests include women and children, including the arrest of over 30 women
and girls in March, three of which accompanied their breastfed babies, also a mother with
three of her daughters were arrested. Eye witnesses said that “the security forces have beaten up 8 displaced women from Rafah before arresting them from the district of Sad ElWadi
in Arish without any reasons”, according to Sinai Plus Page.30 Also, two elderly sisters were
arrested in Arish, one of them aged 57 and the other is 54, that was following the demolition of their homes days earlier.31 On November 18, Sinai 24 reported that a woman called
Awatef Marai, from the tribe of Sawraka Sinai was detained at AlQanatar Prison, she had
given birth to her baby inside the prison’s hospital, in the absence of her husband or any of
her parents, given that her husband is also detained.32
4- Economic and Social Conditions
According to statements by the military spokesman since the beginning of Sinai’s Comprehensive Operation 2018, the military was able to achieve a lot of “successes” in seizing
and destroying private properties of the terrorist groups. Through these statements, it was
monitored that the army had:

29+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 24 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/967517957323677697
30+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 10 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/972604644538150912
31+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 8 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/971538288313028608
32 Sinia News 24. Facebook, 18 November 2018. https://www.facebook.com/1542011449427071/photos
/a.1581049738856575/1933357893625756/?type=3&theater
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On the other hand, narratives of the deterioration of the economic and social conditions
spread on local pages, coinciding with the launch of the Comprehensive Operation in february in many aspects, which included: The lack of food supplies, water outage and lack of
drinking water, power cuts and outage of internet and telecommunications, deterioration
and delay of education, deterioration in health care, the hardship of transportation, burning and demolishing houses and huts for local residents, in addition to obstacles caused by
the curfew in the lives of the residents and the foreshadowing of all the above of the lives
of their children and their physical and psychological health.
These crises have began to fester with the launch of the Comprehensive Operation. According to publishings by the local pages, the beginning of the Comprehensive Operation
on February 9 marked the emergence of a radical change and a complete halt in the lives of
civilians of Sinai. In this part we shall monitor the aspects of this change and its impact on
Economic and Social Rights for residents of Sinai.
The most significant changes that took place immediately with the launching of the Comprehensive Operation in February 2018 were the abrupt and indefinite closure of the Rafah
crossing.33 All security checkpoints were closed on the international road to Qantara al-Arish
and citizens were prevented from entering and leaving the governorate of North Sinai.34
Also the city had been closed in on those inside it and the citizens were denied passage from
one city to the other. 35The security forces also made a sudden move of shutting down all
fuel stores and commercial shops in the city of Arish and several cities of Sinai, which led to
overcrowding in food stores and the sellers of oil resources in Sheikh Zuweid after rumors
spread that food and fuel will be banned from Sinai, amid the silence of the executive bodies of the governorate, which represented the beginning of an unpreceded crisis in food and
gas resources. 36
On the educational level, the University of Sinai with both its branches AlQantara and
Arish have decided to postpone schooling which was followed by a decision to halt education in all educational stages.37 That took place amidst the cut off telecommunications and
internet on the morning of February 9, which prevented citizens from communicating with
their relatives outside of Sinai and reinforced the difficulty of covering the situation in Sinai
or conveying it to media and journalistic outlets. 38
On the second day of launching the Comprehensive Operation, and as a result of shutting
down commercial shops in most of the cities of Sinai as well as shutting checkpoints and
thwarting the traffic inside Sinai, banning the entry or exit of citizens, the traders took advantage of the market’s situation in Arish through increasing the prices of vegetables in the
duration of days, without any interference from the officials.39 In addition to that, military
orders of shutting down commercial shops and restaurants in July 23 street in the middle of
Arish had been issued, to last until the ending of the military operation in the area.
The following is an outlook of the deteriorating living conditions of North Sinai citizens
since the launching of the Comprehensive Operation on 9 February 2018.
33 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/961934471464439808.
34 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/961938529818415104.
35 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/962079456474140673.
36 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/961949594878955520. & +SiNai (@
SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/961990619337019393.
37 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/961944093327876096. & +SiNai (@
SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/961972231105646592.
38 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/961928158504243202.
39 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 10 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/962397885106188288
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Shortage of Food supply
The days that followed the launch of the Comprehensive Operation witnessed a depletion
of vegetables and food supplies from the markets of Arish and Sheikh Zuweid and most areas
of North Sinai, which set forth
an unprecedented food crisis in
all cities of Sinai that lasted for
nearly two months. Gas was also
cut off from all northern Sinai
cities after launching the Comprehensive Operation, which
led to difficulty in cooking food
and a number of citizens began
to cook on firewood.40 Under
these circumstance, the armed
forces started providing food
aid for citizens, Sinai Plus.
published pictures on February 13 showing
the army while it hands out aid to citizens .41

The food crisis led to the depletion of basic food supplies from the market, most important of which; vegetables, yogurts, milk and dairy products, chicken, freezed meat, rice,
pasta, margarine, oil, cheese, flour
and sugar. The first aid of vegetables
arrived to Arish on February 27, after which the food crisis lasted for
20 days,42 while the food crisis continued in Rafah and Sheikh Zuweid
for being unable to attain food resources, On February 27, the local
residents of Masaed neighbourhood
in Airsh gathered to receive vegetables, which have risen in price in an
an unprecedented manner, leading
to overcrowding in the lines of Khdrawaut, leaving 42 citizens injured
who were transferred to El Arish
hospital.43
A picture of the vegetable lines in
al-Masa’id district west of Arish
on February 27, by journalist Ahmed Abu Dara44

The cities of Rafah and Sheikh Zuweid especially suffered from the food crisis, as the food
siege lasted for 40 days.45 On March 11, more than 1,300 citizens gathered for a ration of
flour for the first time in 32 days, without water or food.46
40 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 18 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/965350286150729728 & +SiNai (@
SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 25 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/967848153914408962 .
41 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 13 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/963526854526332929
42 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 27 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/968569091891105793
43+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 28 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/968922425399369731
44+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 27 Febraury 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/968548724527026176
45 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 20 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/975871853544771587 & +SiNai (@
SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 11 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/972954313957011456
46 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 11 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/972629514504335360
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The food crisis was accompanied by a water outage and a lack of drinking water, which has
especially affected the city of Rafah as it filled with line ups of locals in search of drinking
water.47A message from a resident of North Sinai complained of the water outages in the
area of AlKhamis Market for over 50 days, amid the disregard of officials: “Please address
those responsible for cutting out the water off the area of AlKhamis Market, it has been
over 50 days today, no sweet or salty water, many people complained from the water contamination by water drainage, they shut down our water valves in some streets, please pay
attention”, according to the page of North Sinai News48. Arish also suffered long periods of
water outage, for instance the water was cut off for more than a week in May in Al-Samran
neighborhood, according to Sinai 24 . 49
Children have also particularly suffered as a result of the food crisis due to the lack of
dairy products and yogourt. Sinai Plus said that a child called Mohamed Anwar Shahwan of
Sheikh Zuweid city was ill and had had a special diet based solely on milk and yogurt, but
because of their unavailability, he child died on the third of March50. “Whenever my children
ask something of me, I try to change the subject but they nag until I tell them in the end
that the stuff are not available, when the road opens I will bring it to you, but it has been
40 days, my daughter Rima is three years old, she wants yogurt; she started her quest by
telling me that I shouldn’t tell her to wait until the road opens, she has nothing to do with
the roads, our children are your responsibility!” said Ahmed Eita, a resident of North Sinai51.
Amid all this, the locals ask: “What is the relationship between fighting terrorism and denying us food, starving us?”52

Education:
Students of different educational stages in North Sinai have underwent an irregular education period during this year, especially university students. After the University of Sinai
decided to postpone education, it had also been decided to halt schooling in all educational
stages, the minister of education said that the armed forces is the designated entity to de47 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 17 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/975124850338680832
48 News of North Sinai . Facebook, 27 April, 2018. https://www.facebook.com/North.Sinai.News/posts/1639952076100316?__
tn__=-R
49 Sinai 24 News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 9 May 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/861906714215559168
50 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 3 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/970007894396755968
51 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 20 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/975875381491355648
52 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 28 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/968665909954039808
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termine the date of resuming education53. On February 18, the ministry of Education decided to transfer the examinations of high school students and all general certifications from
Sinai to cities of the canal, despite the delay suffered by high school students in starting
school, the minister refused to alleviate the curriculums for them54. The ministry of higher
education also decided to transfer students of higher institutes from Sinai to the governorates of Suez, Ismailia and Port Said, while the students of the remaining institutes and
universities demanded being transferred to other governorates until the situation becomes
more stable in Sinai55.
The difficulty of transferring students to other governorates was optimised by the adversity of transportation, it’s congestion and the significant rise of it’s prices. University students
from the city of Arish complained, “We wait from 6 am to travel in the buses provided by
the governorate for transferring students, on which (For Free) is written, and after waiting
for 5 hours the buses for transferring students arrive, only to be surprised the the price of
the ticket exceed 100 and 200 Egyptian Pounds”56. The vehicles which are supposed to carry
14 passengers increased its capacity to take in 18 passengers, and the price of a car carrying
7 passengers reached 2500 Egyptian
pounds, which is more than 350 per
person, in addition to that, passengers
have to wait for long periods - up to
eight hours - until they find a means of
transportation and at times they have
to return for its unavailability57.
On a different note, university students suffered poor schooling conditions, with the abject danger of attacks
on schools and the instability of the security situation, many schools were targets of shelling and bombing and have
become inadequate and unsafe educational places.

“A picture of a school in North Sinai after being shot at”58

“Photo of a school in Sinai after its bombing59”
53 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 18 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/965292369074671618
54 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 18 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/965292068435357696 & +SiNai (@
SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 18 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/965292825863753730
55 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 4 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/970341510007975936 & +SiNai (@
SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 5 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/970780396978876417
56 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 14 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/963870426656100352
57 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 14 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/963870429982142471
58 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 5 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/970793605475504129
59 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 6 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/970798298226360328
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Health Care:
Health care in Sinai has deteriorated in 2018, the deterioration of transportation and the
hike in fuel prices have kept hospitals and health care facilities inaccessible to citizens. Sinai
Plus page said on March 17: “ From the patients of renal failure in North Sinai, especially in
the areas of operation; Rafah, Sheikh Zuweid and Arish, the officials in the governorate did
not provide us with any means of transmission after the closure of roads, or fuel access for
cars after we ran out. In Arish, the areas of Rafah and Sheikh Zuweid, we have patients who
go to the hospital 3 times a week for dialysis.”60. Due to the lack of transportation, Health
Observers in El-Arish were forced to use the “karo” (donkey-kart) during the polio vaccination campaign, which increases the rate of infections61. Sinai Plus page also published the
case of a woman, from the local residents of Sinai, who suffers cancer and is stuck at Cairo,
unable to get back home to her family in Sinai because of denial of entry62.
Telecommunications, Internet and Electricity Outages:
With the launch of the Comprehensive Operation, cities of Sinai have underwent continuous crises of disruption of the networks of communications and the Internet, an outage that
lasted for hours and sometimes for days. February recorded the longest network outages,
with network outage in the cities of Sinai that was detected at least 9 times during that
month. In March the networks were cut out at least 5 times63. In the months that ensued,
communications and internet networks in Sinai cities continued to be cut off, with little or
no frequency. This cut off in the networks contributes to isolating the governorate of North
Sinai from the rest of the governorates and makes it more difficult to follow it’s news or
cover what is happening there and be updated.

60 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 17 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/975112666799902723
61 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 13 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/963510766405111809
62 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 27 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/968275442796060672
63
+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 9 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/961928158504243202 & +SiNai
(@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 10 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/962386418868916224 & +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS).
Twitter, 11 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/962729991296507906 &+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 12
February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/963121958098481153 & Singer, Mostafa. Facebook, 16 February 2018.
https://www.facebook.com/mostafa.singer2/posts/10155073663791244 & Singer, Mostafa. Facebook, 18 February 2018. https://
www.facebook.com/mostafa.singer2/posts/10155077826886244 & +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 19 February 2018. https://mobile.
twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/965635116050649088 & Singer, Mostafa. Facebook, 20 February 2018. https://www.facebook.com/
mostafa.singer2/posts/10155082722231244 & Singer, Mostafa. Facebook, 22 February 2018. https://www.facebook.com/mostafa.
singer2/posts/10155087270556244
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As for the power outage, throughout 2018 Sinai experienced periods of power outages,
which were repeated periodically and lasted for several consecutive days, Sinai 24 page said
that on September 17, the electricity was cut off from the city of Arish for two full days and
partially returned to some areas64.The cities of Rafah and Sheikh Zuweid also suffered the
power outages for 14 consecutive days in May65. On November 25, the page recounted that
the cities of Rafah and Sheikh Zuweid had power outages for three days66.
Destroying and burning down houses and huts:
Local pages have monitored incidents of repetitive destruction of houses and huts for local residents under the pretext that they are legally wanted or on account of accusations
that they cooperate with militant groups in Sinai. In February 2018, the pages monitored
at least 3 incidents of demolition, the first was in February 2019 when indiscriminate shells
landed on the Al-Tanak roundabout west of Rafah, one of which fell on a two-story house
belonging to a family of the Rumailat tribe which had four families, causing panic and fear
of targeting the area again67.
On February 20, A warplane fired a missile at a residential building in al-Zuhour neighborhood south of Al-Arish city, causing injuries among the residents of the house, who were
taken to the hospital68. The army demolished a two-story house in Al-Atlawi Square in Arish’s city downtown area after evacuating on claims that the house-owner is legally wanted,
which is the second house demolished by the army in the same area and on the same day69.
On March 3, houses in west of Rafah were also blown up within the scope of the fourth
phase of the buffer zone which lies at the depth of 2 kilometers from the border with the
Gaza strip70. The policy of demolishing houses of the “legally wanted” ; as on March 17 “A
complete closure and a curfew imposed by the security forces since the dawn of today and
until now on the district of ‘Al Ayoub’ on the coastal road of Arish city with the continued
attacks and demolishing of houses by the security forces on claims that their owners are legally wanted”71, according to Sinai Plus page.The army’s burning down and demolition was
not only limited the houses, but it extended to reach the olive trees, one of the traditional
and main fruits in North Sinai, according to the Sinai Plus page, which published footage of
the army burning down olive trees in an online video, describing the Comprehensive Operation 2018 for counterterrorism as “a military operation to uproot olives”72.

64 24 Sinai News. Facebook, 17 September 2018. https://www.facebook.com/news24sinai/posts/1026110634237587?__tn__=-R .
65 Sinai 24 News (@newsinai24). Twitter, 7 May 2018. https://twitter.com/newsinai24/status/861209851023831040.
66 24News. Facebook, 25 November 2018. https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1937161046578774&
id=1542011449427071&__tn__=-R
67 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 14 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/963800889097060353
68 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 20 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/966034446934822914
69+SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 25 February 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/967846101385609217.
70 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 3 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/970013284299505664 .
71 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 17 March 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/975080417039732737.
72 +SiNai (@SiNaiPluS). Twitter, 5 May 2018. https://mobile.twitter.com/SiNaiPluS/status/992537905288695808.
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Conclusion
After years of repressing journalists who worked on covering the situation in Sinai, local
sources for information on the situation in Sinai have become very scarce, and the ability to
verify them has become a very difficult matter, this difficulty has increased with the government’s tendency to shut down most of the local pages which published details of the situation and provided an insight of the living conditions in North Sinai. Which by default made
the official sources, represented by statements issued by the military spokesman, the main
source of information on the situation in Sinai; albeit their information focuses only on military successes in the context of the war on terrorism, at the expense of the living conditions
of the citizens of North Sinai.
Figures from both the official and the local version draw a picture of the impact of Sinai’s
“comprehensive operation 2018” on the rights and living conditions of Sinai residents, who
are subjected to widespread violations of their lives and freedom as a result of the country’s
war against terrorist groups. After years of conflict without any possible improvements of
the situation in the horizon, and with doubts about the extent of the army’s commitment
to protect fundamental human rights, given the ongoing violations of the right to live, with
the arbitrary killing of more than 450 people, and violating the right to freedom with an
arbitrary detention of more than 5000 people since February to the end of December 2018,
according to the statements made by the military spokesman.
According to local pages, the comprehensive operation has exposed residents of Sinai to
violations that affects their economic and social rights, as their right of access to basic food
supplies were breached, as well as access to adequate medical care, enjoying forms of basic
education, depriving residents of shelter and housing, in addition to the constant outages
of telecommunication, internet and electricity.
After over five years of the war on terrorism in North Sinai, and carrying out many military
operations under different names, the last of which is the comprehensive operation, it is
demanded of the military institution to provide transparency of what it truly achieved in
its war on the military level of eradicating terrorism and uprooting its roots and causes, as
well as giving details and data on the identities of hundreds of people who were killed and
arrested in the context of this war in Sinai. The military must also provide a framework to
stop the deterioration as well as work on the improvement of the living conditions of Sinai
civilians who had been affected by the war, along with the reopening of the path for journalists to cover Sinai without repressing them under the pretext of national security.
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